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Harvard Ukrainian Studies 28, no. 1-4 (2006): 441-59. 

Shevchenko in the Critical Essays of Ievhen Malaniuk 

George G. Grabowicz 

JL he Ukrainian reception of Taras Shevchenko is massive in scope and 
broad, if not nearly as massive, in its variety. Given Shevchenko's key role in 
Ukrainian cultural life and in the shaping of Ukrainian national consciousness, 
his reception also articulates (providing one brackets out the popular and cultic 
effusions) the major phases and the central arguments of modern Ukrainian 
intellectual history. In the course of the last two centuries the alignment of 
these positions and phases has not been symmetrical: although briefer, the 
nineteenth-century reception, beginning with the responses to Shevchenko's 
first collection of poetry, the Kobzar of 1840, is much the more substantive. 
In Mykola Kostomarov (1817-75), Panteleimon Kulish (1819-97), Mykhailo 
Drahomanov (1841-95), and Ivan Franko (1856-1916), one sees not only the 
major representatives and spokesmen (the "thinkers," as an earlier poetics had 
it) of the rapidly developing Ukrainian national movement, but also figures 
who each in his own way was a founding father ofthat movement, determining 
its profile, values, and forms of self- awareness. Almost as importantly, each 
of them engaged with Shevchenko not only as an intellectual and critic, and 
indeed ideologue, but also as a scholar, often specifically focusing on editing 
and publishing the Shevchenko corpus. For Kostomarov, Kulish, and Franko, 
Shevchenko is also a defining presence in their own poetic creativity.1 The 
twentieth century witnesses both continuity, where each mode - the critical, 
the ideological, the scholarly as such - evolves with its own dynamics, and also 
ever-greater differentiation. The "heroic" synthesis of the earlier period, where 
a writer like Kulish or Franko is driven to "cover all the bases" in the field of 
both Ukrainian literature and of Ukrainian scholarship as well, is progressively 
replaced by specialization - although at the beginning of the century the pro- 
grammatic search for a unified vision is also evident. Most striking here is the 
predominance of ideology in the Shevchenko reception: the fact, so tellingly 
put by Drahomanov with reference to the latter half of the nineteenth century, 
that each emerging social and political orientation felt obliged to buttress its 
legitimacy by professing fealty to the Bard or, better, reinterpreting him to fit 
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442 GRABOWICZ 

its ideology. In the twentieth century this becomes particularly true of the 
polarized perspectives of the far Right and the Left- which in various ways 
also end up mirroring each other. 

The Shevchenko reception can also be seen as a synchronie presence, as 
the kind of cultural force field envisioned by T. S. Eliot in his notion of an 
ideal literary history: in effect, a transtemporal continuum marked out by 
intertextuality and the implicit struggle, the Bloomian anxiety of influence, of 
succeeding generations of literary fathers and sons. In this way the Shevchenko 
reception stands revealed as a sui generis but altogether organic "internal" or 
"meta-history 

" within the overall history of Ukrainian literature and culture, 
and thus also an archeology of various tropes, topoi, and paradigms that relate 
both to Shevchenko ("genius," "prophet" and so on) and to the systematics of 
his perception (the narod, Ukraine itself, the realm of literature-as-State [the 
derzhava slova] and so forth). From a deconstructive and psychological per- 
spective, this "internal history" can also be seen as a concealed and subliminal 
struggle with Shevchenko and his authority. A defining moment here becomes 
the paradigm-aporia of insight- and-blindness.2 While arguably most dramatic 
at the very outset, in the reception of Kostomarov,3 it cannot but mark each 
succeeding phase and perspective: as the metaphor suggests, the binaries are 
yoked and intense light produces deep shadows. What is obscured as a result 
is not only the object of our attention, Shevchenko, and particularly his poetry, 
but the very history of his reception, the various attempts at reading him. 

* 

At the start of the twentieth century there was a short-lived and tentative 
attempt at a modernist reading of Shevchenko- particularly in the writings of 
Mykola Ievshan (1889-1919) - but its impact, if any, was fleeting. (Published in 
an all-too-brief period of ideologically unfettered Ukrainian criticism, largely 
in 1910-1912, the texts were largely forgotten and then proscribed in Soviet 
Ukraine, and became more generally available only at the very end of the 
century.)4 In the actual reception, and the cultural discourse, the dominant 
foci become the diametrically opposed, but in various respects essentially 
similar, approaches of the ideological Left, culminating and congealing in the 
official Soviet line, and the writings - equally dogmatic, but lacking the same 
capabilities of enforcement- of the nationalist Right. The great majority of the 
spokesmen for both camps were indifferent critics, often simply propagandists, 
but in both camps there were also positions and authors that merit attention. 
For the nationalists these are Dmytro Dontsov (1883-1973), the premier and 
unchallenged ideologue and publicist and then, with a considerably more 
nuanced response, the poet and critic Ievhen Malaniuk. Our focus here will 
be on the latter. 
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SHEVCHENKO IN MALANIUK 443 

A basic and at times programmatically stressed feature of post-Soviet 
Ukrainian literary historiography are its attempts at rethinking the canon 
of twentieth-century Ukrainian literature. In actual practice these are often 
halfhearted and prone to echo earlier non- or anti-Soviet (largely émigré) 
ideological readings. At times they compensate for their derivativeness with 
greater stridency. At the same time they show various continuities with Soviet 
practice, particularly in the focus on "ideologically committed" writers and the 
underlying value of patriotism and nation building. (This, in turn, reflects the 
broader problem of institutional and pedagogic priorities, of quality control 
and of institutional continuity with the Soviet system.) The post-Independence 
reception of Malaniuk, and no less so of Dontsov, is most revealing here. With 
few if any exceptions, recent Ukrainian critical writings on Malaniuk are cast 
in the mode of nationalist pathos and aggressive veneration5 and in fact signal 
a decline of insight and historical grounding with respect to earlier émigré 
responses.6 (One cannot, of course, speak of a contrast with Soviet treatments 
of Malaniuk, since these were confined to ignoring the writer or denouncing 
him.) For the most part, a reassessment of the writer, let alone a deconstruction 
of his self-presentation, does not figure as a goal in these recent studies.7 And 
if this is true of the general reading of Malaniuk, then it is all the more so of 
his treatment of Shevchenko, the National Poet. 

* 

That Shevchenko occupies a central place in Malaniuk's writings should come 
as no surprise. A poet who proclaimed as his core virtues patriotism and total 
commitment to the nation and saw himself as not just its spokesman, but a 
tribune called to lead, challenge, and excoriate its faults, could not but turn to 
Shevchenko, the National Poet, who had come to exemplify this stance, par- 
ticularly for the nationalist ideology. This is the recurring trope in Malaniuk's 
own writings and it dominates in the criticism devoted to him.8 It also begs the 
question, for these public virtues inhere not so much in Shevchenko as in his 
reception- that is, in the opérant ideology or mode of perception.9 At the same 
time these perceived virtues or values refer us back to the overarching problem 
of the Shevchenko reception- its protean and evolving nature. For Malaniuk's 
sense of Shevchenko-as-tribune is also not false; it is not merely the projection 
of a perfervid generation and ideology. The prophetic voice is a presence in 
Shevchenko's poetry and is clearly perceived in the earliest reception, par- 
ticularly that of Kostomarov.10 But as central as it is, it is always tempered and 
recast by the more complex dynamics of Shevchenko's voice and message and 
self-presentation - and the nuances that emerge are something that Malaniuk's 
ideological thrust is programmed to ignore- or simply not see. Still, he does 
see various key moments, some of them acutely, and his confrontation with 
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Shevchenko contains within it, mostly unconsciously, a confrontation, an agon 
with himself. The antagonists, the two hypostases that come into play here are 
Malaniuk-the-poet and Malaniuk-the-publicist-and-critic. In a manner that 
echoes the underlying dualism of Franko, and particularly the tension in his 
reception of Shevchenko, the voices that emerge decenter and problematize 
each other in new and perhaps unexpected ways. 

A further qualification is that a fuller picture of Malaniuk, particularly the 
range of his poetic stances and poses, of his shifts of voice and of his own sense 
of self, is emerging only now with the publications of heretofore unavailable 
poetic and critical material.11 Almost forty years after his death there is no 
complete edition of his works (a situation, alas, that obtains for the great major- 
ity of Ukrainian writers); his epistolary legacy is still largely uncollected and 
unpublished; and his critical writings are for the most part available only in a 
selection that he compiled in his last years.12 But the essentialist and ideologi- 
cal portrait that had been traditionally presented is now much more open to 
revision- even while for some the new publications are intended precisely to 
reassert the ideological icon of the past.13 

* 

Although Shevchenko also figures in Malaniuk's poetry and a comprehensive 
treatment would need to focus on that as well, the core of his Shevchenko 
reception is in his essays and criticism. (Arguably, too, the prose constitutes 
his truer accomplishment; at the very least it articulates a stronger voice, 
but a demonstration of this must be left for another occasion.) To be sure, 
the scope of this Shevchenkiana is not voluminous (9 out of 76 essays in the 
two-volume edition that he prepared, or a little more than a tenth of his out- 
put)14- although one should note that not all his essays are included here, 
and that the Shevchenko theme occurs in essays other than those specifically 
devoted to him. But given the range of Malaniuk's interests- modern Ukrainian 
literature, particularly of the twentieth century, but also the central figures such 
as Kulish and Franko; Russian literature and the question of Russian-Ukrainian 
relations, especially literary, with a special focus on GogolVHohol; the general 
political and cultural scene, miscellaneous reviews, and so on- the Shevchenko 
bloc clearly stands out and is commensurate with the writings of other major 
figures in the Shevchenko reception. It consists both of occasional pieces and 
reviews and of his more fundamental efforts, in effect the essays he himself 
placed at the beginning of the first volume of his Knyha sposterezhen in a sec- 
tion entitled "Vid Kobzaria do natsiï," i.e., "Buriane polittia (1917-27)" (1927), 
"Rannii Shevchenko" (1933), "Try lita" (1935), "Do spravzhn'oho Shevchenka" 
(i937)> "Shevchenko zhyvyi" (1961), and "Replika" (1927) (which he places 
here out of chronological sequence- presumably because it is a response 
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SHEVCHENKO IN MALANIUK 445 

to Khvyl'ovyj- although despite its "occasional" nature it probably deserves 
more prominence). The other two essays are "Shevchenkovi metamorfozy" 
and "Shevchenko v zhytti" (both written in 1956 and included in volume 2 of 
Knyha sposterezhen). 

For the most part, especially in the earlier period, these essays have a pro- 
nounced, indeed programmatic, ideological orientation. The stance Malaniuk 
chooses is not that of a dispassionate observer or academic critic, although a 
certain claim to academic seriousness is also apparent- that is, to a generally 
historical (in his terms an "historiosophic") and what we would now call cultural 
studies overview; he is not, however, either by training or temperament a liter- 
ary scholar, a literaturoznavets'.15 And for the most part, with greater or lesser 
insistence, at times even stridently, Malaniuk is espousing the new nationalist 
ideology of Dontsov and the journal Literaturno-naukovyi vistnyk (from 1933 
simply Vistnyk) that he was editing. The story of Malaniuk's relationship with 
Dontsov is still to be written, and much of it is contained in a sizable and still 
unpublished correspondence.16 At the end of their lives, i.e., in the 1960s, their 
views were diverging, resulting, above all, from Malaniuk's need to reorient 
his thinking on contemporary Ukraine. But that was far in the future. In the 
seminal interwar period Malaniuk can be said to be fully in Dontsov's camp. 
A sense of Dontsov's hold on him, and of Malaniuk's loyalty to the man and 
his cause, is conveyed in an article that he wrote on the occasion of Dontsov's 
seventy-fifth birthday, in which he traces- with the fervor and pathos of a true 
believer- the role that "the Doctor" (as he was styled by his followers) played 
for Ukraine and for him personally.17 The article, in effect an encomium, is 
itself constructed from the essentialist and Manichean topoi of a Dontsovian 
vision of Ukrainian history: the dark night of Ukrainian political powerlessness, 
confusion, and lack of will that marked the end of the nineteenth century and 
was epitomized by the rationalism and federalism and, allegedly, Russocentrism 
of Drahomanov; the heroic effort and then debacle of the war for Ukrainian 
independence, the vyzvol'ni zmakannia; and then the promise of an answer for 
the reasons behind the failure- and with that a vision of renewal and indeed 
release from a psychological state of siege. That moment of release is Dontsov 
and his Literaturno-naukovyi vistnyk, which started appearing in 1922 when 
many were still literally caught in the aftershocks of the war: 

...bìa Toro nepuioro HMCAa AHB- Bare akxhvao Ha Hac nepuiMM 

nepeAHVTTHM moxamboï BidnoBidi. U,e Bare 6vao mocb hk6m npopMB 
OÓAOrM, Hk6m BMXÍA S IIIMpOKMM CBÍT, Hk6m BÍA3MCKaHHH BiAbHOrO TXy i 

BiAbHMx pyxiB- nicAH AOBroro cnapaAÌ3VBaHHH.18 

The "Hac" is key here: it refers broadly, one must assume, to the whole young 
generation of patriots, to everyone who identified with the cause of Ukrainian 
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independence, but specifically- and this the article elaborates at length- to 
the soldiers who had fought and suffered for it and now, like Malaniuk, found 
themselves defeated and in exile, in internment camps in Poland. And this 
poses a crucial question: 

Hk lje CTaAocH, mo mm, aA>Ke>K O36poem AyxoM bcamkoï iAeï, oümhmamch 

b Taóopax? Hk Lje CTaAocH, mo mm, aA>Ke>K iAeimo HenepeMoacem, 

Tenep- nepeMoacem m 6e3CMAi? Hk MorAO CTaTMCH, mo mm, cmhm 

BaTbKÍBIUMHM, BaTbKiBmMHy nOKMHyAM, i BOHa - 3aAMIUMAaCH 6e3 HaC, 

ÏÏ BipHMX CMHÍB?19 

In its repetition and pathos the question is remarkable not so much for its 
intensity of feeling, as for its topoi, its logic, and its value system, which clearly 
(and anachronistically) imposes on the time immediately following the Inde- 
pendence struggle (1917-21/22) a Dontsovian worldview, a worldview of will 
and voluntarism, which was then only on the verge of being articulated by 
Western ideologies, the fascist and the National Socialist, to be echoed later in 
the course of the 1920s and especially the 1930s by Dontsov and his company, 
among them Malaniuk himself, but which from the postwar perspective of 
the writing (1958) is inferred as having always been there, as being, in fact, in 
the very essence of things. 

That essentialist and totalizing perspective will be at the heart of our discus- 
sion here, even as we move from the historical context to the writing itself, 
to the fabric of the Shevchenko reception. For now, one must only stress that 
for Malaniuk, who began his life in exile as a young officer-adjutant of the 
Ukrainian army interned in the Polish camps, who was a direct participant 
in the war for Independence, and then the retreat before the Bolsheviks, and 
the final defeat, that trauma became the defining moment. As we see from the 
essays he included in his Knyha sposterezhen', but even more so in those that 
have emerged only recently, his sense of self, as poet and as patriot, is born of 
that formative experience of defeat and disillusionment and, of course, guilt.20 
Following at its heels was the need to make sense of it all and to compensate for 
the failure and guilt by continuing on and overcoming- if need be in another 
modality. From this, too, is born, it seems, the essential connection between 
writing and patriotic action; as for the Romantics a century earlier, the word 
is again made flesh, or to use his not altogether felicitous metaphor, poetry 
becomes the stiletto, or, in another image (which arms his editor), the saber: 
"TToe3ÍH i hí>k' Ta CTpocjm- Ha inaÖAi."21 While the projection of literature as 
social action, indeed revolution, is very much in the air throughout Europe, in 
the Ukrainian case it is a particularly potent topos- adumbrated by the fact 
that it has such a long history as a central paradigm for the major nineteenth- 
century writers- Shevchenko himself, Kulish, Franko, and Lesia Ukrainka. In 
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the first emigration it is perhaps most essentially identified with Malaniuk, who, 
as reflected in the name of his first collection of poetry, Stylet i stylos (1925), 
is at pains to stress the connection between poetry and action, and indeed to 

represent poetry as action. While the term derzhava slova was first used by 
Mykhailo Orest as a title for a collection of his poetry a few decades later,22 
and while this turning of poetry into unmediated political action was also 

attempted (quite to the detriment of the poetry- for here it becomes merely 
versified propaganda) by Oleh Ol'zhych, i.e., in his collection Vezhi, the fusion 
of the real (political and martial especially) and the literary clearly animates 
the poetry of Malaniuk and also appears in various (unfortunately triumphalist 
and turgid) formulas of self-identification (e.g., w3aAÍ3HHX iMnepaTop CTpo<J)w 
and so on). For its part, while this fusion of the real and the literary/poetic is a 
standard topos in modernist and postmodernist poetics, it does not by itself 

provide an unambiguous modernist connection for Malaniuk: the problem 
bears further investigation. 

* 

The ideological cast of Malaniuk's Shevchenko essays can be subsumed under 
the following major topoi or rubrics, each of which subtends a range of ramifi- 
cations and nuances (which require further, more extensive examination): 

1. At the core of this criticism is a unifying, a priori belief, one that 

clearly draws on Dontsov's thinking, that Shevchenko articulates in his poetry 
both a political and a national vision of and for Ukraine. As noted at the 
outset, this position is entirely plausible as far as the reception is concerned, 
especially in the early twentieth century; and in the poetry itself, particularly in 
Shevchenko's so-called political poems ("Son," "Kavkaz," "Poslaniie," "Rozryta 
mohyla," and so on), there are formulations that both anticipate a political 
reading and draw on a collective sensibility that is protonational and at the 
same time serves as a conduit and stimulus for the formation of national con- 
sciousness. In and of itself, however, Shevchenko's vision of Ukraine and his 
sense of the audience he is addressing is marked by symbolic, mythical, and 
millenarian moments, by constant decentering and above all by the presence of 
the sacred- all of which individually and in sum qualifies the nascent political 
and national dimensions. For Malaniuk, drawing as he does on Dontsov, this 
is largely ignored or simply not perceived. His argument is fundamentally 
essentialist and a priori: Shevchenko is- eo ipso- a national prophet and a 
national genius, and the critic's task is not to test the proposition but to assert 
it- and to apply it, to develop it for the needed effect. The reality of the liter- 
ary work and the need to elucidate it, to bear witness to it are linked: the 
propaedeutic, nation- and consciousness-building task that the critic- the 
true critic- must live up to is altogether implicit in the ethos, the rhetorical 
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devices, and in the overall polemical tenor of these essays. For in and of itself 
there is no shevchenkoznavstvo or a Shevchenko reception: there is only a battle 
for the "real Shevchenko" (an idea already well-established on the Soviet side). 
Thus in "Rannii Shevchenko": 

I Tyr roAMTbCH 3raAaTM ìm'h HeBTOMHoro GrenaHa CMaAb-OroubKoro. 

B Moro 3aB3HTÌH 6opoTb6i 3a cnpaB>KHboro IHeBneHKa, nacoM 

nepe6iAbiueHÌM (Hanp., y cnpaßi mctpmkm), b mofo 3BopyiiiAHBÌH 

npOCTOAiHiíÍHOCTi Ta BnepTOCTi, HaBÌTb y MO2KAMBMX nOMMAKaX, 

AaeTbCH HanpHM ao bcamkoï npaBAH: po3yMÌHHH TBopnocTM IIIeBHeHKa 

i BHCBÌTAeHHH MOTO OCOÓMCTOCTM MOXAHBÌ AHUie 3d HauiOHOAbHOZO 

niAxoAy ao HaijioHaAbHoro reHw. 

I cnpaBAi, y bcamkìm, hk-hc-hk, Aopi6icy cynacHoï iueBHeHKOAoriï... 

HK MHAO npaub hm cTaireM, mo KMAaAM 6 cnpaBAi HOBe i OHMii^aAbHe 

cbìtao Ha íí Aoci "TaeMHMny" nocTaTb reHin. Tmm 6iAbiue, mo 3 TaKMM 

CBoepiAHHM reHÌ€M, HK UleBHeHKO, caMa AHiue pai^ioHaAicTMMHa aHaAÌ3a 

b 6araTbox BMnaAKax 6yAe 6e3nopaAHa if, mo HaMMeHiue, HenoBHa. Be3 

TBopHoï m npM tìm Hai^ioHaAbHOÏ iHTyïiui Tyr, HaneBHO, He oóiíÍTMCb.23 

To this latter issue of the mode (rational versus transrational) for addressing 
the phenomenon of genius we will briefly return at the end. In the broader 
sense, however, this notion of a "proper" or "fitting" approach to the problem 
also implies that some past readings may prove valid but some, indeed most, 
will be but facets of "pseudo- shevchenkoznavstvo?24 This belief, and the polemi- 
cal stance it subtends, is general and informs various other theses as well. 

2. The priority of the idea of nation and of its essential manifestations 
("national perspective," "national cause," "national genius," "a national approach 
to a national genius," and so on) imposes a clear teleology, even determinism, 
on Shevchenko's poetic world and his overall import and meaning. Thus in 
this same essay (building up to the preceding citation): 

...xcaAHHx iAeoAoriHHMx "6opcaHb,w xcaAHHx "cnaAioBaHb ÍAeaAÍBw i xcaA- 

HMX aMaTepÍHAÍCTMHHMXW (OTHCe M "cOLJÍHAÍCTMHHMX") 3By#CyBãHb BMAHO- 

Kpyry am b UleBHeHKOBin TBopnocTi, am b IIIeBHeHKOBin cbíaomoctí - 

híkoah He 6yAo. ByB - 6e3ynMHHMM picm. I cBÌAOMicTb Moro, i Moro 

TBOpniCTb HBAHIOTb pÌAKMM B iCTOpïî KyAbTypM IipMKAaA OpraHWHOrO, 

CyijiAbHOrO 3pOCTaHHH OCOÓMCTOCTM M ÏÏ CBÌTOrAflA.y - BBepX... 

XtO I^ieï MOHOAÌTHOÌ* Cyi^iAbHOCTM llleBHeHKa M tOTMHHOrO 3pOCTaHHH 

Moro reHbiAbHoï ocoómctoctm He 6anMTb, TOMy- no3a "PeBe Ta cTorHe," 

a6o aCaAOK bmuihcbmm" - roAOBHa cyn>, mnpei^b Moro tbophoctm m Moro 

icTopMHHO-HaijioHaAbHoro 3HaneHHH 3OCTaHyrbCH hcbìaomì.25 
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What is particularly revealing here is the coexistence in this passage of two 
incommensurate tropes- the "organic" and the "monolithic"- for dealing with 
presumably one and the same phenomenon. Rhetorical looseness aside, this 
does point to Malaniuk's peculiar adherence to and yet (at times only incipi- 
ent) divergence from the Dontsovian faith: the notion of a monolithic cast to 
Shevchenko is certainly part of that dogma, but the moment of organicity is 
one that Dontsov's fundamentally static and nominalist, surface-oriented, and 
basically illustrative approach cannot really perceive. And yet the argument 
of an underlying, organic unity in Shevchenko's poetry is of course valid and 
productive- but it also requires a delineation of which moments and struc- 
tures determine that unity (i.e., other than an essentialist notion of "nation"). 
Still, Malaniuk's movement in this direction deserves further attention (see 
below). 

3. As an extension of both of the preceding features, the nationcentric 
and the ideological, the perspective on Shevchenko in both Dontsov and 
Malaniuk projects a radical and highly self-conscious historical break. To be 
sure, this can be considered normal for any phase or stage of the Shevchenko 
reception, i.e., in the earlier readings of Kulish, or Drahomanov, or Franko 
(Kostomarov is privileged in that he really is the first and as such less anxious, 
perhaps, to stress his priority): each more or less self-consciously sets himself 
apart and purports a new beginning. At the same time, this sense of distinction 
and of a new beginning accompanies virtually any programmatic and polemi- 
cal approach, and is a product of the pragmatic role the criticism is intended 
to play. Here, however, there is a qualitative difference: the break or caesura 
in question is ideological and in its full extension (i.e., with Dontsov) total- 
izing. A true, nationally adequate reading- so the tautology goes- begins only 
with them; before them there was for the most part, or entirely, only pseudo- 
shevchenkoznavstvo. Malaniuk, to be sure, allows for more nuance. Thus, in a 
late article (a 1956 review of Pavlo Zaitsev's biography of Shevchenko) he lists 
the writers who "de-bronze"26 the canonic "Kobzar Taras" and establish a real, 
live Shevchenko. The list is rather catholic, albeit still (with only one exception) 
confined to non- or anti-Soviet critics, i.e. (in his order), Stepan SmaT-Stots'kyi, 
D. Dontsov, D. Chyzhevs'kyi, D. Antonovych, and O. Doroshkevych.27 (The 
only one who does not belong among these scholars-academics is the publicist- 
ideologue Dontsov, and his presence here again reflects Malaniuk's peculiar 
dependence and deference.) In 1937, however, near the end of the interwar 
period, with a new cataclysm looming, his argument is more categorical and, 
as ever, impassioned: 

Ahí BeAHKOK) iiomhakok), am HaAjo XMMepHHM napaAOKCOM He 6yAe 
TBepAKeHHH, mo Tapaca llleBHeHica- xMBoro i HecMepTeAbHoro- 
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y3ApÌAM mm Aonipy no ìctopmhhìm npoBecHi 1917 pony. I 3 Toro nacy 
BAMBAH6MOCH Bee HanpyaceHiiu i yBaacmiii b moid HeBiiMHHo 3pocTaiOHy 
nocTaTb. 

rioTpiÓHe 6yAo a» tcktohíhhc 3pymeHHH icTopiï, noTpióeH 6yB a« 
nAOMÌHb TOrO BOrHK), mO B HÌM "ft, OKpaACHyK), 36yAHTb/' nOTpiÓHÍ 6yAM 
aac "MapTiBCbKi" idu ykpaÏHM, mo6 b ammobì i noxexax peBOAiouiï, 3 

nepiiiMMM cyAopo)KHMMM BiApyxaMM noBOAi npMTOMHiiOHoro Aa3apn, 
noôaHMAM mm, 3AaBaAOCH 6, 3HaííoMe, aAe Hice >k bíamíhhc oöamhhh, i 

BÍAHyAM TMCHHOKpaTHO CII0T)0KHÍAMM IiaAIOHMM Í CnaAK>K>HMM Ay*-28 

Two moments may be noted here. One is that this is a text of a talk at a stu- 
dent "akademiia" in Warsaw and thus the heightened pathos conforms to the 
genre of the public gathering. In terms of the reception as a whole, this mode 
may well underlie much of the hyperbole and passion of various Shevchenko 
effusions. At the very least, one should note that the public setting is a driving 
force in most of the nationalist (and much of the Soviet) Shevchenko commen- 
tary-and the implicit soapbox may condition much of the earlier commentary 
as well. For all its passion and pathos, however, Malaniuk's argument has more 
than a grain of truth: as T. S. Eliot also stressed, each age not only sees the past 
and its canonic texts differently, but has an obligation to do so; each generation 
has the right to insist on its perspective.29 The major difference here is that for 
Malaniuk this right is couched not in esthetic or cultural terms, but as political 
epiphany and empowerment, as nothing less than the birth of a nation, which 
in that birth also discovers its spiritual father. Furthermore, as he is at pains 
to stress in this address to the student audience, that experience is not given 
to all: it is the special, indeed exclusive, inheritance of a new generation that 
made history (witnessing the "ides of March") and is now- as if in recompense 
for that ordeal and enlightenment- implicitly chosen to lead the nation. This 
sense of constituting a select, chosen group, indeed, as Dontsov frequently 
asserted, not a party, but an "order" (orden), one which was called to set itself 
apart (and above) society, underlies the pathos of the nationalist discourse, 
and within that its exclusionary claim on Shevchenko. 

* 

In the Shevchenko reception itself, the central task facing the critic and his 
audience- and one that encapsulates all three ideological constructs, the 
national, the ideological, and the historical- is to perceive and then act on 
the fundamental paradigm shift that stands revealed in that reception; i.e., 
the shift from a populist to a voluntarist-and-nationalist Shevchenko. In the 
same student talk Malaniuk presents both poles succinctly and with his usual 
verve. The first, the "before," is the populist-cwra-Drahomanovian perspective 
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on Shevchenko- on a Shevchenko, as he tellingly puts it, who is both "icon" 
and relic: 

...TyT roBopHMO He npo bmhhtkm, a npo 3araA cycniAbCTBa, npo Te 

IipOCBiTHHCbKO-AparOMaHiBCbKe WIAO, HKOrO He3AOAaHÌ peiUTKM ÓaHHMO 

h Aoci. 

Ha tím taí i B tìm aTMOC<|>epi noKa/vineHa ueH3vpoio i BneHb 

3aKOÓ3apeHa cycnL/vbCTBOM noe3ifl llIeBHeHKa oóepHVAacH b 

BeAbMMiuaHOBHy, aAe Mantee MepTBy peAÍKBiio, a o6pa3 LLIeBMeHKa 

cnAou^MBCH i 3aBMep HapoAHHi^bKOio íkohok), nepeA HKOK) Mac BÍA nacy 

BÍA6yBaAMCH HeAeraAbHi i 6e3HaAÌHHO-naHaxMAHÌ BÌAnpaBM. Ha íkohí 

tìm, b 3roAÌ 3 HapoAHHUbKHMM KaHOHaMM, AaBpeaT aKaAeMiï mmctcutb 

i aKaAeMÌK rpaBiopn (J)irypyBaB y bìaiiobìahìm KaHOHÌHHÌM VHÌ<]>opMÌ, 

ceÓTo b manici i Koxyci, mo CTaAMCH 3aobìchmm cumboaom Ha AOBri 

AeCHTMAÌTTH. 

Hk AaAeKOK) e uh ÌKOHa tìm hcmbìm nocTaTi, mo 3a u,i TpyAHi poKH 

HaBHHAMCH MM ì IipMBHa6MOCH 6aHMTM B lUeBHeHKOBÌ!30 

(The debate, one should note, over the symbolism of the populist Shevchenko 
icon, the "manica i Koacyx," is literally still ongoing in today's post-Independence 
Ukraine, and reflects the decades-long hiatus, the suspension of free discourse, 
that was imposed by Sovietism.) 

On the other side, the "after," is Shevchenko-not-the-peasant, but the Cos- 
sack, a "naHw who was born to lead, to straighten the backs of his countrymen, 
to make them a nation: 

BKAaAaioHM CBoe ämtth b icTopiio CBoeï 6aTbKÍBiijMHM, "icpinaic" 

UleBHeHKO 6yB cbìaommm cBoro TBopnoro, Mo6anoAM BpeMeHM* 

nOB'H3VK)HOrO HMHy. 
Bo 6yB bìh, noBTopioK) KO3aK, ceÓTO naH, Ta me m HaA naHaMM, mo 

OApa3y 3areTbMaHyBaB HaA bcímm tmmm FpeôÍHKaMM, TaAaraHaMM, 

AM3ory6aMM, MapiceBMHaMM... HeAapMa- AexTo 3 hmx Ha3MBaB ííoro 

aOTaMaHOM.W 

ByB BÌH CBÌAOMMM, 1IJO CBO€K) BM3BOAbHOK), nepeMO^CHOK), 

naHÌBHOK) noe3Ì€K) BMnpocTye tmx, us,o "noxMAMAMCb," mo 3Po6mamch 

aAyuieB6orMMM,w BiApoAMTb caMMÍí ¿HcmuHKm naHyBaHHH... 

Ao apa6iB He3pHHMX- rpeHKoeiÏB," ao "hímmx niAAMX pa6iB,w ao 

"nÍAHÍ)KKÍBw i "oBeHMx HaTyp,w ao "KanycTM roAOBaToT pÌ3HMX noBÌTOBMX 

"rpOMaAÌBUÌB," AO WMÌAbMOHÌB nOAHH, AyAÌ6ÌB ì APCBAAH," HK CTMCAO 

b "K)poAMBÌMw OKpecAioe bìh yKpaÏHCbKy Hai^ioHaAbHy Aiucmcrb, 

AO aHeAOAK)AKÌBr- bìh BorHeHHMM BMAae HaKa3: "Bydbme AfoduV 

"CxaMeHÌTbCH!"- HKe tamóokc m HKe >k ctmcac uè caobo!- BÌAHyMTe 
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tom copoM, mo H BÌAHyBaio 3a Baiile BHyTpiiiiHe KcLaíijtbo, KaAÍijTBO 

HeAOAKDAKÍB, HenOBHMX, HaCTKOBMX iCTOT. Aa>KOK BM "KO3ai{bKÍ A™," 

"AMljapCbKi CMHH." 

"ByAbTe Awdu"- b ycTax UleBHeHKa to BeAMKe caobo 6yrn 
"aioamhoio," 60 to- ao6pa3 BotkuvT a bíh, hk npaBAHBMK remíí, hochb y 
co6i noAyM^HMy Bipy b Bora. 

"ByAbTe ak)amw- 3HaHMTb 6yAbTe HapoAOM, 6yAbTe Haijieio Tax, hk 

Bami cAaBHi KO3ai4bKi npaAÍAM.31 

In this passage one sees the quintessential Malaniuk bombarding (precisely 
in the spirit of Dontsov) the reader/listener with quotations (some of them 
out of context), projecting the central ideological message and deftly weaving 
in its core topoi- of "action {chyn)n and the "aristocracy of the Spirit," of the 
inherent provincialism ("plebeistvo? as Dontsov was fond of calling it) of the 
establishment worthies and of the old "Hromada" order, and of the implicit 
leadership principle, with Shevchenko-as-otamaw and his poetry constituting 
"fiery orders" (Haica3). Culminating it is the ultimate value of the Nation and 
with it a return to glorious ancestral values. And all is couched in a rhetoric that 
appears to draw on nothing more than the poetic text itself. Its very passion 
(like the citations) hides its selectivity and its elisions. 

* 

As rooted as it is in the ideological, Malaniuk's reception of Shevchenko still 
differs significantly from that of his editor and guru. For the most part, each of 
these moments of difference rebounds to the benefit of Malaniuk, constituting 
an attenuation of the categorical, hard-core ideological vision of Dontsov. 

As a rule, Malaniuk is more balanced, more nuanced, and less unabashedly 
doctrinaire and propagandistic than Dontsov. This is particularly evident in 
his treatment of various figures surrounding Shevchenko that interact with 
him and comment on him. Thus where for Dontsov Kulish is mostly cast in 
negative terms, as an unworthy and mean-spirited contemporary, pro-Russian, 
idyllic, and unrealistic, the very antipode of Shevchenko's patriotism, etc.,32 for 
Malaniuk, who devotes an appreciative essay to Kulish and frequently cites 
him, he is a major figure shaping the national revival, an epitome of national 
commitment with a range of literary contributions. The same can be said of 
Franko, whom Dontsov regularly derided in the interwar period and accepted 
only late in life. And while Malaniuk follows Dontsov, for the most part, in 
decrying Drahomanov for his alleged hedging on the Ukrainian national cause, 
for his alleged Russocentrism, cold rationalism, and so on- it is never in the 
spirit of unbridled vituperation and vilification that characterizes Dontsov. 

The fundamental difference, however, is that Malaniuk actually focuses on 
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Shevchenko in an intrinsically literary way; his criticism engages the poet and 
his texts and his multivalent presence in the literary process. Shevchenko thus 

emerges not as a set trope or exemplum, but as a phenomenon that deserves 
a critical reading- in effect a programmatic rereading. This rereading begins 
with a focus on the text itself, which, in contrast to Dontsov, Malaniuk treats 
more or less in context, although with an interpretative paradigm clearly in 
mind (which thereby severely limits any readiness to follow an unpredict- 
able line of inquiry). The shift into the ideological mode and the ideological 
metatext, however, follows almost invariably. His argument, as noted, is not 
couched with any academic rigor and is basically not related to any theoretical 
constructs. At the same time, while he does acknowledge a literary-historical 
parsing or internal differentiation to Shevchenko's poetic corpus such as the 

"Try lita" period (i.e., the poetry of 1843-45) or the still earlier poetry (the 
prose corpus and generally his Russian-language works, as well as his paintings, 
are virtually ignored), he clearly does not accept their autonomy or discrete- 
ness. This in turn- precisely as a product of the underlying essentialism and 
teleology- makes Shevchenko not only monolithic and predetermined (any 
concession to his "growth" and "development" is highly circumscribed), but 

radically truncated: the glaring absences in this vision are the psychological 
dimension of Shevchenko's poetry, and with it the enfolded questions of irony 
and decentering, the turn to the religious dimension and to universal values, the 
interplay of the collective and the individual, and above all the ongoing quest 
for self-definition. (For Malaniuk as for Dontsov the latter is a non-issue par 
excellence: for them Shevchenko is what he is- and a process of self-definition 
and self-creation is simply not predicated. If it were to be considered, their 
entire essentialist and teleological edifice would come crashing down.) Clearly, 
much more is left out than in. 

But in one respect Malaniuk does offer a genuine insight, and it relates to 
what is a constant and indeed dominant leitmotif in these essays: our reception 
of Shevchenko on the one hand, and on the other the way in which the poet 
molds that reception by acting on us as a dynamic, even preternatural force 
(his favorite image for this is the volcano or the shifting of a tectonic plate), one 
which reorients collective notions of identity and indeed shapes a new identity. 
The underlying trope here, as noted earlier, is the unity of Shevchenko's vision 
and of his poetry as such, which can be interpreted either as a monolithic 
or as an organic unity. While the former tends to stasis (and to doctrinaire 
readings - as in Dontsov), the latter is implicitly dynamic and, in fact, highly 
productive. Malaniuk (who himself at times lapses into the monolithic, doctri- 
naire interpretation) does, however, intuit the organic moment in two key ways. 
One relates to what is a recurrent question for him: how does one perceive 
Shevchenko? and what is an adequate response to Shevchenko? And the other 
and more problematic: how can we mold or train our response? 
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One simple answer for the latter is- we cannot. 
Malaniuk begins one of his late essays, "Shevchenko zhyvyi" (which he wrote 

in 1961 and as the date, 18 March, suggests- for some Shevchenko celebration 
that typically takes place that month) with a formulation (echoing one we had 

already encountered in his earlier article "Rannii Shevchenko")33 that anyone 
who has closely studied Shevchenko cannot but agree with: 

XoneTbCH me 3raAaTM npo TaeMHMuro HaiiiMX bìahocmh 3 TapacoM 
UleBHeHKOM i TaeMHMijK) caMOÏ nocTaii UleBHeHica. A mo nocTaTb 

ííoro- i B icTopiï Haiuoï ArrepaTypM, i b icTopiï Haïuoï EaTbKiBmMHM- e 

maeMHuna- 3roAMTbCH 6iAbiuicTb 3cmahkìb, hkì MaAM HaroAy HaA Tieio 

CnpaBOK) SaMMCAIOBaTMCH.34 

The formulation is striking. One can quibble with the proposition that a major- 
ity of Ukrainians who had thought about it would agree with it (my hunch is 
that only a small minority would- unless by w3aMMCAioBaTMCHw one means a 

process of truly intense contemplation), but the overall reading rings utterly 
true. "UIeBHeHKO3HaBCTBO," he continues, 

TaK po3KBÍTAe Ha nepeAOMi 20-x i 30-x p.p.,- hmhí, cmaok> peneíí 

3araAbMOBaHC- 3po6MAO, Bee >k, Ha uiAHxy ao po3KpnTTH lièi TaeMHMiji 

HeMaAo. IHoHaMMeHiue, 3rpoMaAMAO neBHMÍí MaTepiHA, mo npaBAa, y 
BeAMKiíí Mipi 3HWmeHMM a6o He 3aB)KAM AOCTynHMÍÍ. 

AAe uieBMeHKO3HaBCTBO e raAy3b AÌTepaTypo3HaBCTBa, OT»ce HayKM, 
OT»ce- KaTeropiï pai^ioHaAbHOÏ. A aah bmhbachhh llleBneHKa B3araAi, 

a 4>eHOMeHy ííoro noe3Ïi 3OKpeMa, caMoï AMine po3yMOBo'i aHaAÍ3M 

HaneBHO He BMCTanae.35 

He goes on to distinguish between the word as mere verbal communication 
and the Word, the Logos, as profound, God-given truth, and cites Franko's 

CAOBá- noAOBa 

AAe BoroHb b oaokí CAOBa- 

Be3CMepTHa icKpa IlpoMeTen 

and sees the latter as the fire that is the very essence of Shevchenko: 

...Ijeií BO2OHb, TBK HM ÌHaKUie, IIpMCyTHÌM B KO)KHÌM CIipaB>KHÌM 

TBopnocTi,- e nepeAOBciM He3anepenHMM, cyireBHM, íctothmm i 

npwpoAHMM CKAaAHMKOM noe3Ìì* LlIeBHeHKa, MO>KHa CKa3aTM Aymeio 
11. Toíí BoroHb BiAHyBaeTbcn Maille b ko>khìm Moro pHAKy, xoh 

TeMneparypa ííoro, po3yMÌ€TbCH, He 3bb7kj^i OAHaKOBa. AAe toíí BoroHb 
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3 ByAKaHÍHHOK) CMAOK) npopMBaeTbCH Ha3Bepx B "KaBKa3i," "nocAaHiï," 

"Mapii," nepecnißax ncaAbM, Aipnicax 3acAaHHfl íí no noBopoTi. 

npopMBaeTbCH Manxe HaoHHO, Man>Ke HaiuaijaAbHO, Manxe, mo Tax 

CKa»y, (¡)Í3MKaAbHO.36 

And it is precisely this protean force that cannot be rationally grasped: 

Toro Bormo po3yMOBO, "HayKOBO," aHaAÌTMHHo - bmkpmtm, 3Ba>KMTM, 

niApaxyBaTM- He Moxoia. IlepeKOHaTM Korocb, xto Toro BorHio tqe He 

BiAHyB a(5o BMce He BiAHyBae,- cnocoóy HeMae. PeecTpyBamui MeTa<J>op 

HM PMTMÍHHMX XOAÌB, KAHCM(|)ÍKyBaHHH enÍT6TÍB HM pO3rAHA HaBÌTb 

CHHTaKCH LLIeBHeHKa- Aae B>Ke 6araTo, aAe He Aae (i He MO>Ke a^tm) 

iCTOTHOrO. 

CKa»y KopoTKO i npocTO-HaBHurnucx IIIeenesKa He momchci. 

Moro MOXHa cnpHMMaTM a6o He cnpwMMaTM, hk HBHii^a TBopnocTM 

B3araAÍ. I Uè He AOBÌAbHe TBepAÄeHHH. AK MOXCHa HaBHMTM CnpHMMaTH 

noe3iio Hanp. TeTe, hm My3MKy BatHepa, tmm 6iAbiue AioAHHy Hai^ioHaAbHO 

Hy»y? 3raAaMMO, hkí ocTaTOHHo A^peMHi Haiui 3ycMAAH nepeAaTM 

LUeBHeHKa íhiumm HapoAaM, LLIeBHeHKa, hkmh e opraHÍHHMM 3rycTKOM 

Haiiioi Hauiï a» ao MaM»e noBHOÏ repMeTMHHocTM aah He-yKpaÏHUH.37 

The passage raises a number of questions and reflections. Even though at this 
late stage in life Malaniuk is no longer in the ideological trenches and his poetry 
has taken on an elegiac tone, the imprint of an earlier time is still evident in this 
essay. The piece ends with Malaniuk again invoking the events of 1917 and the 
rebirth that was occasioned by this poetry, and again pressing the fact of the 
ongoing attempts to stifle Ukrainian identity by the Soviet regime, and finally 
the conviction that this ordeal can only be met by a poetry of genius, that this 
is the only recourse: 

ITpo ue Tpe6a naM'HTaTM ocoóahbo Tenep, koam BaTbKiBiijMHa e (J)Ì3mhho 

6e33ÓpOMHa i 6e3ÔOpOHHa, i KOAM íí CAMBe 6AHHOK) "BÌMCbKOBOK) CMAOK)," 

6AMHOK) cnpaBAi "aTOMOBoio 6om6ok)w e caMe KHMra, Ae m. íh. cTo'ÍTb: 

ByAe 6mto 

qapflMM ciHHee >kmto! 

A AK)AM BMpOCTyTb. YMpyTb 

LL[e He3anaTMe í^apHTa... 
I Ha OHOBAeHÍM 3eMAÍ 

Bpara He 6yAe, cynocTaTa. 
A 6yde cuh i 6yde Mamu 

I ôyòymb awòu Ha 3eMAÌ.3S 
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Despite the fact that the argument veers towards a providential and "nation- 

ally" hermetic mode, and circles back to his moment of trial and ordeal (1917 
and the vyzvol 'ni zmahannid), and that the whole is again given a political and 

ideological reading, and even despite the fact that once again he has to rely 
on the derzhava slova topos, the notion of literature-poetry as the collective's 
recourse of last resort- the core of the argument is not vitiated: the bond 
that is established between Shevchenko's poetry and the collective recep- 
tion is indeed remarkably profound and multifaceted and resistant to simple 
rationalistic readings. If his argument were to be parsed and translated into 
a nonmetaphysical idiom, it would purport a deep organic bond (as he also 
asserts) through and by which, and more so than with any other Ukrainian 
writer (hence, the notion of genius is most applicable to him), Shevchenko's 

poetry becomes coextensive with the experience of the Ukrainian people- not 
so much the real, historical experience (although clearly that, too), as the sym- 
bolic, transcendent code that is contained above all in language, but generally 
in a complex of feelings and values that both define the group's culture and 

identity and at the same time suggest transcendent, universal efficacy. In a 
word, that which in all cultures is conveyed by the realm of the sacred. In the 
absence of a ready key for articulating this totalizing mode, the metaphors 
Malaniuk draws on, albeit couched in the language of military force that came 
so readily to him, were indeed accurate- precisely with reference to the power 
that is accumulated in this poetry. 

The analytical repertoire, the language that Malaniuk had to draw on was 
not particularly suited to articulating this core. Yet he did more than one could 
have expected with the limited resources at his command- and especially 
when confronted with the pressures to shift his argument into an ideologi- 
cal and ultimately an instrumental mode. For just as there is genuine insight 
in his articulation of the reception side of Shevchenko's poetry- the topos 
or metaphor of its mysteriousness (though oblique and continually veering 
towards an exclusionary nationalist reading) ultimately still refers to the realm 
of the sacred- so also his sense of the code itself is remarkably intuitive. In 

probably his best essay of the interwar period, "Try lita," Malaniuk lets fall a 
notion that was to be picked up with a very different repertoire of analytical 
tools and premises only some half century later, and without at that time any 
awareness ofthat earlier articulation- by this author.39 Malaniuk speaks in that 

essay of Shevchenko's myth of Ukraine almost in passing: 

3aAMBAeHMM y CAinvHMM mît cbocï ykpaÏHH- 6e3 Horo He 6vb 6m 

noeTOM- bíh, OAHane, híkoam He BTpanaB bíahvtth yicpaÏHCbKOÏ 

AÍmchoctm. B yMÌHHi BTpMMaTM pÌBHOBary mìa mítom Ta aímchíctk) 

KpMAacH íí TaeMHHUfl íioro tbophoctm, TacMHMUH Moro poMaHTM3My. 

Ot MOMy TpariHHoro a3yAapeHHfl" Mhy 3 aìmcthìctk) b poutf 1843-My He 

CTaAOCH.40 
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And further: 

BÌH Mir 6m TOM iCTOpMHHMM Ì reonOAÍTMHHMM 4>aTVM yKpaÏHM npOKAHCTM 

Bpa3 3 ii "MaAopociMCbKOK)" aímchíctk), Mir 6m aBÍAMypaTMCflw Tieï 

"MaAOpOCi'f 3OBCÍM, Mir 6m BMÏXaTM 3a KOpAOH, mo6 i TaM TBOpMTM 

yKpaÍHy-MÍT... AAe noroAMTMCb 3 toio aíhchíctio, 3acnoKOÏTM ce6e 

HaM6iAbiu HaßiTb "pain'oHaAbHoio" iAeoAorieio hm icTopioco4>ieio, xona 6 

BOHa HaMBAyHHiuie Ty AiwcHicTb BMnpaBAyBaAa i oótpyHTOBVBaAa, - bíh 

He Mir. He bmíb.41 

It is clear that this notion of myth is not fleshed out as a conceptual (let 
alone theoretical) paradigm, and not presented as a code or mode of perception 
and creativity; it is basically synonymous with "poetic vision"- and one that is 
placed in direct opposition to the hard, "real," political reality. The correlations 
between it and the functions of history, collective memory, and prophecy are 
still uncharted, and various central structures, particularly the millenarian, 
are hardly even conceived. But it is based on a sense of an organic unity in 
the poetry and it does intuit the centrality of the sacred, which implicitly even 
surpasses the ideological. As such, it foreshadows arguments to come. 

Notes 

1. A core issue here is an inordinate anxiety, not just in the face of influence but 
of genius; i.e., the fact that Shevchenko's poetry apparently overwhelmed both 
Kostomarov and Kulish. Both of them- already published authors of poetry- fell 
silent once Shevchenko appeared on the scene. After Shevchenko's death Kulish 
returned to writing poetry (indeed with compensatory gusto); Kostomarov did 
not. 

2. See Paul de Man's Blindness and Insight: Essays in the Rhetoric of Contemporary 
Criticism (New York, 1971), esp. 105-6. 

3. See my "Insight and Blindness in the Reception of Sevcenko: The Case of Kosto- 
marov;' Harvard Ukrainian Studies 17, no. 3-4 (December 1993): 279-340. 

4. See the various Shevchenko articles by Mykola Ievshan in his Krytyka, literaturo- 
znavstvo, estetyka (Kyiv, 1998). 

5. Most active among the ideologist venerators is probably Taras Salyha; see his 
introduction to Ievhen Malaniuk, Povernennia: Poeziï, literaturoznavstvo, publi- 
tsystyka, shchodennyky, lysty (Lviv, 2005); this same introduction- Toeziia i nizh' 
ta strofy- na shabli..."- also appeared as a separate article in Suchasnist', no. 1 
(2006): 138-53. An earlier article by Oksana Nakhlik specifically on Malaniuk's 
Shevchenko reception, "Shevchenko v eseïstytsi ta poeziï Ievhena Malaniuka," 
Ukraïns 'ka mova i literatura vserednikh shkolakh, himnaziiakh, litseiakh ta kole- 
hiumakh, no. 1 (1999): 85-93, is generally laudatory- but not strictly ideological, 
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and indeed even critical (in very general terms) of the propagandistic element in 
Malaniuk's Shevchenko essays. The writings of Leonid Kutsenko, especially his 

monograph Dominus Malaniuk: Tío i postat ', 2nd ed. (Kyiv, 2002), are gener- 
ally balanced, academically scrupulous (and based on genuine archival research), 
and insightful- although still clearly marked by an apologetic stance towards his 

subject; see esp. 251-73 for his discussion of Malaniuk's Shevchenko reception. 
6. See, e.g., the articles (and, unfortunately, only fragments of articles) of Bohdan 

Boichuk, Bohdan Kravtsiv, Iurii Sherekh, Volodymyr Derzhavyn, and Hryhorii 
Kostiuk included in Ievhen Malaniuk, Zemna Madonna: Vybrane (Preáov, 1991). 

7. Kutsenko, Dominus Malaniuk, is the exception here- and his arguments deserve 
closer scrutiny. 

8. For example, the already mentioned Salyha, Nakhlik, and Kutsenko. It is also a 
central topos for Ivan Dziuba, who does not share the nationalist cant; see his 
"Poeziia vyhnannia," in Malaniuk, Zemna Madonna, 396-405. 

9. The remarkable permutations in Shevchenko's ideological reception in the space 
of less than twenty years since his death were summarized most succinctly by 
Mykhailo Drahomanov in his "Shevchenko, ukraïnofily i sotsializm" (1879). 

10. See my "Insight and Blindness in the Reception of Sevéenko." 
11. See, e.g., Malaniuk, Povernennia. The bulk of the new material here, however, is 

the product of the research of Leonid Kutsenko- not the editor, Salyha. 
12. Ievhen Malaniuk, Knyha sposterezhen ', 2 vols. (Toronto, 1962-1966). 
13. This is the basic leitmotif of Salyha's introduction to Malaniuk, Povernennia. 
14. See Malaniuk, Knyha sposterezhen '. 
15. Notwithstanding Salyha's wishful thinking in such passages as this: "MaAamoK Ha 

BHCOKonpo^eciHHOMy piBHi aKaAeMÌHHoro 3HaBUA ArrepaTypn i nncbMeHHHKa- 

npaKTHKa ctokmb 3a vcím, mo '3a iueAOMHHeM* BiAÓyBaeTbCH b píahím KVAbTypi 

paAHHCbKoro nacy" (Malaniuk, Povernennia, 4). 
16. Contained above all in the Dmytro Dontsov fonds in Library and Archives Canada 

in Ottawa and in the Malaniuk archive in the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and 
Sciences in the US (UVAN). 

17. See Malaniuk, "Dmytro Dontsov (Do 75-littia),'1 in Knyha sposterezhen ', 2:367- 
76. 

18. Ibid., 2:375. All emphasis in original unless otherwise specified. 
19. Ibid., 2:373-74. 
20. See, e.g., Malaniuk , Kruty- narodyny novoho ukraïntsia, in Povernennia, 251-61, 

written in January 1941 just before the start of the German-Soviet war. 
21. See Salyha's introduction to Povernennia, 3. In the poem from which Salyha draws 

this line, poetry is also compared to David's slingshot; see "O, ia ne vypustyv," in 
Povernennia, 157. 

22. See Mykhailo Orest, Derzhava slova (Philadelphia, 1952). 
23. Malaniuk, "Rannii Shevchenko," in Knyha sposterezhen ', 1:37-38. 
24. Thus in "Rannii Shevchenko": "CepeA oco6ambo npuKpnx, KaHOHÍ3OBaHMx 
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nceBAOineBHeHKOSHaBHOK) TpaAMijieio, 3a6o6omB, nopyn CAaBHO3BicHHx 'icoacyxa 
i mamen' Tpeóa nocTaBWTM 3a6o6oH npo 'paHHiii 6e3KpMTMHHMÍí poMaHTM3M' i 

'nÍ3HmiMM coi^iÄAbHMM peaAÍ3Mw (Knyha sposterezhen', 1:36). 
25. Ibid., 1:36-37. 
26. The idea of de-bronzing, of changing the poet, especially the National Poet, 

back from a bronze statue into a real, live, complex human figure, comes from the 
Polish critic Tadeusz Boy-Zelenski; see his "Mickiewicz a my" (introduction to 
Mickiewicz's Dziela [Warsaw, 1929]); reprinted in his Reflektorem w mrok (Warsaw, 
1984), 459-84; cf. also Boy-Zelenski, Bronzownicy (Warsaw, 1930). Malaniuk, 
who was well acquainted with Polish literature, was surely aware of this revisionist 

essay. 
27. Malaniuk, "Shevchenko v zhytti," in Knyha sposterezhen ', 2:45-46. 
28. Malaniuk, "Do spravzhn'oho Shevchenka, in Knyha sposterezhen ', 1:55. 
29. See his "The Use of Poetry and the Use of Criticism" (1933), in T. S. Eliot, Points 

of View (London, 1941). 
30. Malaniuk, "Do spravzhn'oho Shevchenka," 60. 
31. Ibid., 66-67. 
32. See, e.g., Dmytro Dontsov, "Dva antagonisty (P. Kulish i T. Shevchenko)," in Dvi 

literatury nashoidoby (Lviv, 1935). 
33. See note 24 above. 
34. Malaniuk, "Shevchenko zhyvyi," Knyha sposterezhen ', 1:69. 
35. Ibid., 1:69-70. 
36. Ibid., 1:70. 
37. Ibid., 1:70-71. 
38. Ibid., 1:72. 
39. I am referring here to my own study, The Poet as Mythmaker: A Study of Symbolic 

Meaning in Taras Sevcenko (Cambridge, Mass., 1982). 
40. Malaniuk, "Try lita," in Knyha sposterezhen ', 1:43. 
41. Ibid., 1:45. 
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